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Hotelbeds is tackling rate integrity challenge by investing in automated technology and
introduction of strict ‘three strikes’ policy for offending sellers.
Survey reveals challenges hoteliers face in stopping online players selling discounted rates
intended for packaging by tour operators and travel agents.
Poll conducted during ‘Rate integrity: are bedbanks the problem or the solution?’ webinar,
hosted by Hotelbeds with leading travel technology publication Phocuswire.
Panelists from Barceló, On the Beach, and Rate Gain participated in webinar debate.

 

Palma, Spain,  16th January 2020 – Hotelbeds, the world’s leading bedbank, has today published
the results of an industry survey that reveals concerns about the challenge of managing the integrity
of hotel room rates in the online environment.

The survey was conducted during a webinar – titled ‘Rate integrity: are bedbanks the problem or the
solution?’ – hosted by Hotelbeds and organized by leading travel technology publication Phocuswire
on Tuesday 3 December.

Participants confirmed as a ‘top priority’ the challenge of ensuring that opaque rates intended for
channels such as tour operators or travel agents as part of packages are not unbundled and sold
individually, with 85% scoring the issue as an 8, 9 or 10 (on a scale of 1-10) and only less than 4%
rating the topic as a 5 or below.

However the survey showed that many in the industry are uncertain as to how to resolve the
problem. Almost 70% felt ‘powerless to stop large OTAs discounting their prices’, around 50% said
that they were ‘still reliant on such bookings’ (even though their prices are not respected), and only
25% take action against the seller when they discover an issue.

Additionally the results confirmed the biggest challenge for hoteliers: actually identifying when rate
misuse occurs. Around 75% of respondents felt unable to reliably identify individual sales that
misuse policies; and 68% responded that they don´t have technology solutions available to monitor
the problem.

Paul Anthony, Global Sourcing Relations & Commercial Excellence Director, Hotelbeds,
said, “As we already knew based on our private conversations with hoteliers across the industry, this
surveys confirms just how widespread concern is in the accommodation sector. Hoteliers are asking
themselves ‘how can I stop rogue players selling online rates we´d intended for other channels?’.

“Clearly one of the biggest challenges for hoteliers is being able to actually identify the sales that
misuse their policies. They simply don´t have the in-house technology or resources to do this.

“The good news however is that there is much that can be done to combat this challenge. During the
webinar myself and the other panellists were able to offer sound advice on steps hotels can take to
protect themselves.
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“Addressing this challenge is a priority issue for us at Hotelbeds and that is why we have invested
heavily in new and market-leading automated technologies unavailable elsewhere in the market,
established a team dedicated to monitoring, and introduced at strict ‘three-strikes’ policy for
offenders – all resulting in reported issuing falling down to just 0.01% of room night production.

“We have forfeited around €300 million of otherwise profitable sales to ensure compliance over the
last year – but we’re determined to go further still.”

The webinar was attended by around 600 participants, a significant majority of which were hotel
industry professionals, and topics of debate included the role of large OTAs in selling discounted
rates, the role technology can play in monitoring and taking action, and how bedbanks are
responding to this challenge.

Panelists for the debate included Carles Saniger, Global eCommerce Deputy Director from Barceló
Hotel Group; Bill Allen, Chief Supply Officer from On the Beach; Mark Haywood, Senior Vice
President from RateGain; and Paul Anthony, Global Sourcing Relations & Commercial Excellence
Director at Hotelbeds.

The webinar can be replayed via the Phocuswire website using the following link:
https://www.phocuswire.com/Webinar-Hotelbeds-December-2019

 

About Hotelbeds

Hotelbeds is the world’s leading bedbank.

In a fragmented and complex travel landscape, Hotelbeds provides over 180,000 hotel properties
across the globe with access to high-value, complementary distribution channels that significantly
increase occupancy rates and optimise RevPAR – whilst not competing with the hotelier’s direct
distribution strategy.

Hotelbeds does this by offering hoteliers access to a network of over 60,000 hard-to-access B2B
travel buyers such as tour operators, retail travel agents, airline websites, and loyalty schemes in
over 140 source markets worldwide. These channels provide hotel partners with returning guests
that book further in advance, cancel less, spend more in-destination and stay longer.

In addition to accommodation, Hotelbeds is also the world’s largest B2B seller of travel ancillaries,
offering 24,000 transfer routes and 18,000 activities, as well as attractions, tickets and car hire.
Operating under the ‘Beyond the Bed’ product line, it provides both hoteliers and travel distribution
partners with an efficient platform and powerful tools to easily integrate and commercialise its
leading portfolio of high-margin products.

The company is headquartered in Palma, Spain and employs around 5,000 employees across over 60
offices globally.

 

Follow us:

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/hotelbeds

Twitter: @Hotelbeds
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